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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a method to implement 
the randomization selection sequence in a time-interleaved (TI) 
ADC system. The proposed randomization sequence generator 
is one with blue noise spectral characteristics (high-frequency 
noise). This selection method guarantees that each individual 
channel would be selected with the lowest possible rate in order 
to maintain low speed requirements while still maintaining the 
random nature so as to effectively spread the harmonic 
distortions created by channel offset and gain mismatch. The 
blue-noise channel selection is achieved through the use of an 
all-digital Σ∆ modulator. Additionally, a randomized TI ADC 
system employing blue-noise choppers at the input and output 
is proposed. This structure reduces the effects of 1/f noise and 
average channel offset on the TI ADC system. The proposed 
blue-noise randomized TI ADC with blue-noise choppers 
demonstrates through simulations an improvement in SFDR of 
up to 17 dB over traditional periodic TI ADCs and 13 dB with 
respect to other randomized TI ADCs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
High-speed ADC systems are becoming more prevalent 

as circuit operating speeds and communication frequency 
bands continue to increase. One popular method of 
increasing the speed of ADC systems is through time-
interleaving multiple ADCs. However, the individual 
channel ADCs within time-interleaved ADC systems are 
never identical in terms of offset and gain leading to 
harmonic distortions in the output signal spectrum. Recently, 
several randomization schemes have been introduced that 
spread harmonic distortions created by mismatch as 
wideband noise across the entire spectrum [1], [2]. However, 
the channels in the random selection methods might be 
selected more often than in the periodic selection method, 
which increases the required maximum operating speed of 
the individual channels. This maximum speed is often 
limited by technology, so the randomization procedure may 
significantly reduce overall throughput of the TI ADC 
system. The proposed blue-noise randomization method 

seeks to improve this worst-case scenario in TI ADC 
systems. 

The randomization schemes proposed in [1], [2] do not 
reduce the effect of 1/f noise introduced into the TI ADC 
architecture by the individual channels. It is well known that 
1/f noise is a limiting factor in analog and mixed-signal 
circuit performance [3]. The traditional method to overcome 
1/f noise is through the use of correlated double sampling 
(CDS); however, the speed requirement of the opamp 
doubles, which is not desirable in Nyquist rate conversion 
architectures. Another method to reduce the effect of 1/f 
noise is through chopper stabilization (CHS), which is more 
suitable for the case of TI ADC systems. Additionally, the 
average channel offset appears in the output spectrum as a 
spurious component at DC, which reduces the spurious-free 
dynamic range (SFDR) of the TI ADC. The CHS also 
presents an effective way of dealing with the average 
channel offset. 

II. TI ADC CHANNEL MISMATCH AND 1/F NOISE 
EFFECTS 

The overall throughput for an N-channel TI ADC system 
utilizing periodic channel selection is denoted fs with each 
individual channel ADC operating frequency at fs/N. Thus, 
slower ADCs can be used to perform N-times faster 
conversion. However, the harmonic distortions created by 
inter-channel offset and gain errors significantly affect the 
SFDR of such systems. The harmonic distortions created by 
the offset and gain errors have specific locations within the 
output signal spectrum [4]. Gain errors effectively amplitude 
modulate the input signal, and so the harmonic distortions 
they create are dependent on the input signal frequency, fin, 
as shown in Eq. (1). 
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Offset mismatches are independent of the input signal 
and create tones at frequency locations given by Eq. (2). 
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When the average channel offset error is non-zero, a 
spurious component is present at DC in the output spectrum. 
This non-zero average channel offset represents a DC offset 
for the overall N-channel TI ADC. The presence of the DC 
spurious component can greatly reduce the SFDR as is 
shown in the simulation results in Section V. 

Finally, the 1/f noise introduced by the individual 
channels can affect the performance of a TI ADC. 
Simulations have shown that an N-channel TI ADC 
replicates the 1/f noise spectrum N-1 times across the ADC 
spectrum. The replicas are placed at frequency locations 
specified in (3). 
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While channel randomization spreads the replicas of the 
1/f noise, the original contribution about DC remains in the 
output spectrum. In order to spread the 1/f noise centered 
around DC in the output spectrum, the CHS method must be 
implemented. 

III. BLUE-NOISE CHANNEL RANDOMIZATION METHOD 
In a TI ADC system where channels are randomly 

selected with equal probability and independently of the 
previous selection (i.e., the selection sequence has white 
noise spectral properties), the operating speed of the 
individual channels has to be as high as the overall 
throughput of the entire ADC system. Thus, in order to 
maintain good settling characteristics of the entire ADC 
system we either have to decrease the overall throughput or 
increase the speed of each individual channel. Otherwise, the 
error associated with the system’s inability to settle would 
increase. However, neither of the aforementioned solutions is 
desirable. 

By applying certain restrictions to the channel selection 
algorithm, the overall system throughput may be improved. 
For example, the method proposed in [2] states that a 
channel ADC may not be selected again until N-1 other 
ADCs are chosen, where N represents the effective number 
of channels in the TI ADC. In order to maintain a speed 
close to the overall throughput of a periodic TI ADC system, 
additional ADCs may be added such that the total number of 
ADCs, M, is larger than the number of channels. The 
resulting channel selection sequence has blue-noise spectral 
properties (i.e., the spectrum has a low frequency 
deficiency). This method is very effective at spreading the 
harmonic distortions created by inter-channel gain and offset 

mismatch. However, in order to generate the selection 
sequence, the channel randomization proposed in [2] may 
require the addition of complex digital circuitry, which could 
consume high power and large chip area. 

We propose to use an all-digital sigma-delta (Σ∆) 
modulator to generate the required blue-noise selection 
sequence that is utilized by the multiplexing scheme. This 
architecture is more effective, lower-power, and less area 
consuming. Replacing the integrators from traditional Σ∆ 
modulators with accumulators creates the all-digital Σ∆ 
architecture, which is shown in Fig. (1). In order to generate 
the blue-noise selection sequence with M distinct values, the 
all-digital Σ∆ modulator requires the use of a B-bit quantizer 
(where B = log2 M). Additionally, the dither signal applied 
must be in the range of the quantizer and should also be B-
bits. Another advantage to this architecture is that it can be 
easily adapted to TI ADC architectures utilizing a varying 
number of channels.  This is important for applications in 
which the TI ADC experiences different bandwidth 
requirements (e.g., frequency-hopping spread-spectrum 
techniques). Similar algorithms that produce blue-noise 
sequences have been proposed for fractional-N PLL 
applications [5] and for DAC dynamic-element matching in 
multi-bit Σ∆ ADC applications [6].  

 

 

Figure 1.  All-digital Σ∆ modulator. 

IV. TI ADC WITH BLUE-NOISE CHOPPER DESIGN 
In addition to blue-noise channel selection, the proposed 

TI ADC system utilizes blue-noise chopper modulators at the 
ADC input and after the output multiplexer as shown in Fig. 
(2). If driven by a blue-noise sequence, the chopper 
modulation spreads the low-frequency effects of the 1/f noise 
and average channel offset as noise across the entire ADC 
output spectrum. This effectively increases the SFDR, which 
will be detailed more in Section V. The all-digital Σ∆ 
modulator used to generate the blue-noise channel selection 
sequence may also be used to create the chopper sequence, 
b[n]. In addition to the B-bit quantizer, a coarse 1-bit 
quantizer with output levels 1 and -1 can be added to the all-
digital Σ∆ structure, which will effectively create the blue-
noise chopper sequence. 

The blue-noise channel randomized TI ADC with blue-
noise choppers operates as follows. When the clock is 
asserted, the input signal is multiplied by a blue-noise sample 
from the sequence b[n], which will cause the input signal, 
over time, to have spectral characteristics of a random noise.  



  

Figure 2.  Proposed N-channel blue-noise randomized TI ADC with blue-
noise choppers containing M total channel ADCs (M>N). 

 

Additionally, the blue-noise ADC selection unit (the all-
digital Σ∆ modulator) selects the proper channel ADC to 
fulfill the blue-noise channel randomization algorithm. The 
selected ADC then samples the chopped input sample and 
outputs its digital equivalent to the multiplexer. The output 
multiplexer determines the proper order to output the digital 
samples according to the same blue-noise channel selection 
sequence. The output from the multiplexer contains digitized 
input samples that are decorrelated from the particular 
channel’s 1/f noise, gain, and offset errors. This sample is 
then chopped by the same blue-noise sequence, which 
effectively recovers the input signal to its original spectral 
shape and spreads the 1/f noise, gain, and offset errors as 
wideband noise. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The behavioral simulation results presented below were 

obtained from Matlab/Simulink models of a 4-channel TI 
ADC system, which utilizes 5 total channel ADCs. For the 
simulations, the overall TI ADC system throughput was 
chosen to be fs = 16.4 kHz, which means each channel ADC 
has a throughput equal to fs/4, or 4.1 kHz. The gain and 
offset errors were assumed to be +/- 5% for the simulations, 
and low-frequency noise sources were added at the input of 
each channel ADC to simulate the 1/f noise effect. 
Simulations were run for three different cases: a 4-channel 
periodic TI ADC, a 4-channel blue-noise randomized TI 
ADC, and a 4-channel blue-noise randomized TI ADC with 
blue-noise choppers. 

The output spectrum for the 4-channel periodic TI ADC 
is displayed in Fig. (3). The harmonic distortions caused by 
the gain and offset mismatch are at the predicted locations 

according to (1) and (2). Similarly the 1/f noise is modulated 
to the frequencies predicted in (3) due to channel selection. 
Also, since a non-zero average offset was assumed across all 
channels, a spurious component at DC is present in the 
spectrum. When the channel ADC randomization scheme 
was implemented, the distortions created by the gain and 
offset errors were effectively spread as noise across the 
entire TI ADC spectrum as shown in Fig. (4). However, the 
1/f noise about DC and the spurious component due to 
average channel offset are still present in the output 
spectrum. These, too, are spread as wideband noise across 
the entire TI ADC spectrum when the 4-channel blue-noise 
randomized TI ADC with blue-noise choppers is simulated. 
This spectrum can be seen in Fig. (5). The noise floor in Fig. 
(5) is elevated slightly more than that in Fig. (4) due to the 
low frequency distortions being spread over the entire 
spectrum. 

The major specification improvement for each new 
proposed TI ADC system is SFDR. For the case of the 4-
channel periodic TI ADC, whose output spectrum is shown 
in Fig. (3), the SFDR = 29dB. The SFDR for the 4-channel 
blue-noise randomized TI ADC according to the output 
spectrum in Fig. (4) was found to be 33dB. The 4dB 
improvement is not very significant compared to claims 
made in similar designs; however, the average channel offset 
component at DC is a strong distortion that has been 
neglected in similar designs [1], [2]. Finally, the SFDR for 
the proposed 4-channel blue-noise modulated TI ADC 
utilizing blue-noise choppers was found to be 46dB 
according to Fig. (5). This is a 17dB improvement from the 
periodic 4-channel TI ADC and a 13dB improvement from 
the 4-channel blue-noise TI ADC. Since the 1/f noise is 
spread as wideband noise, it is expected that for low-
frequency inputs the SNR would also see an improvement. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Output spectrum of 4-channel TI ADC with periodic channel 
selection 



 

Figure 4.  Output spectrum of blue-noise randomized TI ADC 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents several design considerations for a TI 

ADC system. Firstly, an all-digital Σ∆ modulator was 
proposed to generate the blue-noise channel selection 
algorithm, which offers a low-power, area conservative 
approach to generate a blue-noise channel randomization 
sequence. Secondly, the effect of 1/f noise and average 
channel offset on the TI ADC performance was considered. 
Finally, a TI ADC system utilizing blue-noise choppers was 
presented in order to reduce the effects of both 1/f noise and 
average channel offset. Simulations of the proposed design 
demonstrated a SFDR improvement of 17dB over a periodic 
TI ADC and an improvement of 13dB over other 
randomized TI ADC designs. 

 

Figure 5.  Output spectrum of blue-noise randomized TI ADC utilizing 
blue-noise choppers 
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